We present a new method of comb-locked cavity ring-down spectroscopy for the Lamb-dip measurement of molecular ro-vibrational transitions. By locking both the probe laser frequency and a temperature-stabilized high-finesse cavity to an optical frequency comb, we realize saturation spectroscopy of molecules with kilohertz accuracy. The technique is demonstrated by recording the R (9) line in the = 3 0 overtone band of CO near 1567 nm. The Lamb-dip spectrum of such a weak line (transition rate 0.0075 s 1 ) is obtained using an input laser power of only 3 mW, and the position is determined to be 191 360 212 770 kHz with an uncertainty of 7 kHz (δν/ν ∼ 3.5×10 −11 ), which is currently limited by our rubidium clock. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
Precise frequencies of ro-vibrational transitions of molecules are of great interest in fundamental physics, for instance, verifying the stability of the proton-to-electron mass ratio 1 and searching parity violation effects in chiral molecules. 2, 3 They are also ideal optical frequency standards [4] [5] [6] for their narrow natural widths, insensitive to stray magnetic fields, and spreading in a wide spectral region. Saturation spectroscopy is the most frequently used method to overcome the Doppler limit to derive precise line positions, but the strengths of molecular ro-vibrational transitions are usually very weak (transition rate is as low as a few mHz) and the saturation power is often too high to be reached by conventional tunable lasers. The difficulty can be circumvented by putting gas samples in an optical cavity with a very high finesse F. It will drastically enhance the absorption path length with the factor F, which can be 10 4 10 6 by using a pair of commercially available high-reflective (HR) mirrors. Cavity-enhanced absorption techniques, including the widely used cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS), 7 have been applied to detect extremely weak molecular rovibrational transitions. 8, 9 At the same time, the light intensity inside the cavity is also considerably enhanced, which can significantly reduce the laser power needed for saturation spectroscopy. [10] [11] [12] Spectral scan with sub-MHz precision can be realized by using a probe laser with its frequency locked to an external reference, like a stable etalon 13 or an optical comb. 14 However, the linewidth of the cavity mode is also reduced to be the free-spectral range (FSR) of the cavity divided by F, as low as a few kHz. It is necessary to dynamically couple the probe laser beam into the cavity which has a very narrow linewidth, to overcome the drift of both the laser frequency and the cavity mode. A commonly applied method is to quickly sweep the cavity length to match the laser frequency. 8, [13] [14] [15] But the Doppler effect induced by the moving cavity mirror will reduce the frequency accuracy. 14, 16 Alternatively, one can sweep the probe laser frequency to match the cavity mode, while the cavity length can be locked on another frequency-stabilized reference laser 17, 18 or even lock the probe laser to the cavity. 19 In this case, the frequency accuracy is limited by both the probe laser and the reference laser (often a He-Ne laser). In the last decade, many molecular line positions in the mid-infrared have been determined from saturation spectroscopy using optical resonance cavities: SF 6 , 1 CH 4 , 6 CO 2 , 11, 20 HCOOH, 21 and N 2 O. 22 In the near-infrared region, the Lamb-dip measurement has been limited to those relatively strong lines, 12, 23 which are mostly hydride molecules: C 2 H 2 , 4,12,24-30 H 2 O, 31, 32 and NH 3 . 33 By measuring the narrow Lamb-dips with a width of below 1 MHz, these studies eliminated the uncertainty due to line profile models which must be considered for Dopplerlimited studies 14, 30, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] and determined the line positions with kHz accuracy.
Here we present a new method of comb-locked cavity ring-down spectroscopy for the Lamb-dip measurement of molecular ro-vibrational transitions. The probe laser frequency and a temperature-stabilized high-finesse cavity are simultaneously locked with a fiber-based frequency comb. We demonstrate to use an input laser power of only 3 mW to record the Lamb-dip of a very weak overtone transition of CO near 1567 nm. The spectrometer can be applied to explore a large amount of molecular transitions in the infrared region with an accuracy of a few kHz.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A diagram of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1 . The main structure of the instrument includes two locking loops. One locks a narrow-band laser, which is used as the probe, to a temperature-stabilized ring-down (RD) cavity. The other one locks the ring-down cavity by using a frequency comb as the absolute reference and consequently lock the probe laser with the comb. The details of the setup are given below.
A fiber-amplified laser (NKT E15) with a stated linewidth of 1 kHz is used as the probe. It is locked to a longitudinal mode of the ring-down cavity using the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) method. 39 The resonance RD cavity is composed of two high-reflective mirrors setting apart with a distance of 44.6 cm, corresponding to a free-spectral range of 336 MHz. Each HR mirror has a reflectivity of 99.998% at 1.5-1.7 µm. Therefore, the RD cavity has a finesse of about 1.5 × 10 4 and a mode width of about 2.2 kHz. The PDH locking servo allows us to lock the probe laser frequency within about 1% of the cavity mode width. The RD cavity is made of aluminum, located in a stainless-steel vacuum chamber. An aluminum shield is used for thermal isolation between the RD cavity and the outer chamber. A feedback circuit controls the heating-current in a wire surrounding the aluminum shield to stabilize its temperature. Two platinum thermal sensors are attached at two sides of the RD cavity. The thermal sensors and the readout (Anton Parr, MKT50) were calibrated at the National Institute of Metrology (Beijing, China). The sensors show that the temperature of the RD cavity can be stabilized with a fluctuation below 1 mK for hours. As shown below, the thermal stability effectively reduces the frequency drift of the cavity modes. An optical frequency comb operated at 1.57 µm is used as the absolute frequency reference. The comb is synthesized by an Er:fiber oscillator with its repetition frequency (f r ) and carrier offset frequency (f 0 ) referenced to a rubidium clock (Spectratime GPS Reference-2000). The beat signal between the probe laser and the frequency comb is phase-locked to a radio frequency (f P ), and the digital feedback servo drives a piezo actuator attached on one HR mirror to adjust the length of the RD cavity. We used a frequency counter (Agilent 53181A) to monitor the beat frequency between the probe laser and frequency comb, and the results are shown in Fig. 2 . When the phase-lock loop is turned off and the RD cavity is free-run, the beat signal has a short-term fluctuation of about 0.1 MHz at 1 s and a long-term drift of about 1 MHz (∆ν/ν ∼ 5 × 10 −9 ) per hour. We think that the short-term fluctuation comes from the vibration noise on the RD cavity. The long-term frequency drift is consistent with the thermal expansion of the cavity under a temperature drift of 1 mK. When the phase-lock loop is turned on, the RD cavity length is stabilized. As a result, the probe laser frequency, which is locked to the cavity through the PDH locking servo, is eventually locked with the frequency comb. As shown in Fig. 2 , the long-term drift of the probe laser frequency is eliminated. The short-term fluctuation also drastically decreases to less than 1 kHz (∆ν/ν ∼ 5 × 10 −12 ). It indicates that the vibration noise and thermal drift have been When the laser frequency is locked on the cavity, the power of the laser light emitted from the cavity, which is detected by a photodiode, reaches a steady level of about several tens of microwatts. It triggers an acousto-optical modulator (AOM) to block the probe laser beam to initiate a ring-down event. The signal is digitized and recorded by a fast digitizer installed in a personal computer. A fitting program based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is applied to fit the ringdown curve to an exponential decay function. The decay time τ is used to determine the absorption coefficient α of the sample in the RD cavity according to the equation,
where ν is the laser frequency, c is the speed of light, and τ 0 is the decay time of an empty cavity. During the period that the probe laser is blocked to record the ring-down signal, which lasts typically a few hundred microseconds, the PDH locking servo used to lock the probe laser frequency is temporarily turned off. When the RD-recording period finishes, the PDH locking servo is turned on again, the light field in the cavity is rebuilt, eventually the probe laser is locked on the cavity and the emitted laser power reaches the steady level again. Therefore, the locking-recording sequence repeats automatically.
A sample of the recorded data, together with the schematic sequence of the locking control, is shown in Fig. 3 . Note that the ring-down decay curve should be non-exponential when the absorption is saturated. 11, 40 For the sake of simplicity, we chose to fit the curve with a pure exponential function. The first reason is that the peak power in the cavity (will be discussed below) is still much less than the saturation power; therefore the RD curve is just slightly non-exponential. As shown in Fig. 3 , the relative deviation is just at the 10 3 level. The second reason is that the main purpose of the present study is to derive precise line center frequencies instead of exact line profiles. The simplified exponential fit does not shift the center of the absorption line. In this way, the spectrum is recorded with a laser locked with kHz precision. The spectral scan is accomplished by tuning the reference frequency f B of the phase-lock loop,
where f A is the radio frequency driving the AOM, and f 0 and f r are the carrier offset frequency and repetition frequency of the comb, respectively. It is worth noting that the spectrometer can also work at the cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS) mode, by continuously detecting the transmitted light DC amplitude without blocking the probe laser. For a resonant cavity composed of two identical HR mirrors, the cavity finesse F, the cavity transmittance T, and the cavity enhancement factor E can be derived using the following equations: 10
where P in , P c , and P t are the laser powers input to the cavity, inside the cavity, and transmitted from the cavity, respectively. t and are the transmittance and loss of single HR mirror, respectively, α is the sample absorption coefficient, and L is the cavity length. The reflectivity of the HR mirror, r = 1 − t − , can be derived from the ring-down time of the empty cavity: cτ 0 ≈ L/(1 − r). In our experiment, τ 0 is about 73 µs, corresponding to a mirror reflectivity of r = 0.999 98 and a finesse of 1.5×10 4 . We have also recorded the cavity transmittance spectrum using the probe laser, and we found that the width of the cavity mode is 2.3 kHz. It agrees well with the quotient of the FSR (336 MHz) and finesse of the cavity, 336 000/15 000 = 2.2 kHz, indicating that the probe laser frequency jitter should be much smaller than the cavity width. We also measured a transmittance of 3% when the cavity is empty, and we got t = 3.5 × 10 −6 and = 1.7 × 10 −5 according to Eq. (4). In this case, the power enhancement factor E reaches about 8600 for an empty cavity.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a demonstration, the spectrometer was used to measure the saturation spectroscopy of the R(9) line in the V = 3 0 overtone band of 12 C 16 O. The transition located at 6383 cm 1 has a line intensity of 2.03 × 10 −23 cm/molecule given in the HITRAN database. 41 It has an Einstein coefficient of 0.0075 s 1 which corresponds to a saturation power of 30 W according to Ref. 11 . We recorded the saturation spectrum of this line using a frequency step of 100 kHz. Each scan took about 70 s. A natural carbon monoxide sample was used and the sample pressure was 0.7 Pa. The central absorbance of the line at such sample pressure is α = 0.25 × 10 −6 cm 1 . An input laser power of 3 mW was used, and the laser power inside the cavity is estimated to be 11 W, according to Eq. (5), which is about 1/3 of the saturation power of the line.
Spectra were recorded with both CRDS and CEAS methods, and they are shown in Fig. 4 . Since the probe laser is kept being locked on the RD cavity in the CEAS mode, the experimental implementation is simpler and the data acquisition is faster than that of CRDS. However, the signal-to-noise ratio in CEAS mode is lower than that in CRDS when the same time period is used in the measurement. As shown in Fig. 4 , the signal-to-noise ratio in ring-down spectra is about 3 times higher than that in direct absorption spectra. The noise in the recorded spectra should be mainly from the fluctuation in the injected laser power, since the saturation effect depends on the total laser power built in the cavity. Because CRDS derives the absorption coefficient from the decay rate of the emitted light, it is less sensitive to the noise from laser power fluctuation.
Line parameters, including line center, width, and depth, can be derived from a fit of the spectrum. For simplicity, the Lorentzian function was used in the fit, which we found to be better than the Gaussian function. The linewidth is about 0.3 MHz (full width at half maximum), being consistent with a sum of the transit-time width (0. pressure-induced broadening (0.04 MHz). 42 The observed depth of the Lamb-dip shown in Fig. 4 is about 2 × 10 −8 cm 1 , which is about one half of the value estimated according to the method given by Ma et al. 10 A reason is that the static laser power inside the cavity (before the RD event occurs) was used in the estimation while the power is decreasing during the ring-down process. In addition, the simplified pure exponential function was used in the fit of the RD curve, while the decay of the intra-cavity power will reduce the saturation effect and lead to a non-exponential decay. 11 We notice that when we exclude more data points at the "tail" of the decay curve from the fit, we observed not only an increasing depth of the Lamb-dip but also an increasing noise level. In order to get an optimised sensitivity, only data in the initial 30 µs of each RD curve were included in the exponential fit to derive the absorption coefficient α(ν).
Line positions derived from different groups of spectra (20 scans in each group) are shown at the bottom of Fig. 4 . They agree with each other and give an averaged value of 191 360 212 770 kHz with a statistical uncertainty of 3 kHz. The self-induced line shift has been included, which is 1.3 kHz at 0.7 Pa according to the line shift coefficient of this line (189 MHz/atm). 42 We also recorded the spectrum using different intra-cavity laser power. However, within the present experimental uncertainty, we did not observe any powerdependent frequency shift for this CO line. The rubidium clock has a monthly fluctuation of about 3 × 10 −11 , which leads to an uncertainty of 6 kHz in the absolute frequency. The radio frequency source (Rigol DG4062) and frequency counter (Agilent 53181A) are both referenced to the rubidium clock, and the uncertainties in f B and f A are below 0.5 kHz. The overall uncertainty of the determined line position is 7 kHz. The R(9) line position has previously been obtained from Dopplerlimited spectra. Picqué and Guelachvili 42 gave a position of 191 360 212. 26 MHz with an uncertainty of 0.9 MHz from Fourier transform spectroscopy, and Mondelain et al. 36 gave 191 360 212.54 MHz with an uncertainty of 0.3 MHz from cavity ring-down spectroscopy. The present result is consistent with those values but the accuracy is improved by about two orders of magnitude.
As a summary, we introduce a new method of comblocked cavity ring-down spectroscopy by locking both the probe laser frequency and the high-finesse cavity to an optical frequency comb. The frequency shift due to the instantaneous velocity of the cavity mirrors is eliminated, and the frequency precision is only limited by the linewidth of the probe laser and the frequency comb. It is worth noting that there is an increasing interest to perform sensitive cavity-enhanced detection using frequency combs as probing light sources. 43, 44 Such comb-based cavity ring-down (or cavity enhanced absorption) techniques take the advantage of broadband femtosecond laser sources which allows a fast acquisition of the spectrum over a broad spectral range, but the frequency accuracy is usually limited by Doppler-broadened line profiles. In this work, we use a frequency-locked cw laser for saturation spectroscopy and calibrate its absolute frequency with a frequency comb. It allows us to record Doppler-free absorption spectra with kilohertz accuracy. Since a huge amount of molecular transitions in the infrared can be measured in this way, it can considerably improve the precision of line positions given in those widely used spectral databases including HITRAN. 41 An upgrade of the present system, including using a more precise atomic clock standard, will allow us to improve the frequency accuracy to the sub-kHz level. Such a system would be applied in various studies such as the determination of physical constants 45 
